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Emissions in the 200‑750 nm region produced by the collision of He*(2 3S) with H2S were studied
under single‑collision conditions. The hydrogen Balmer lines and the SH+G4 3Il‑X 3∑つand
H2S+(A IAl一差Bx) bands were assigned. The total emission cross section (crem) was evaluated to
be (1.7±0.3)×10 /unr at a collision energy of 150 meV. The acms of the SH十(A‑X) and
H2S (A‑X) bands decreased with increase in the collision energy in the 115‑200 meV range,
indicating that attractive forces are effective for the incident channels with regard to the formation
of these species. The rotational distribution of SH (A iyl, v'‑0) is represented by a Boltzmann
temperature of 870±80 K. The H2S+(A IAl‑XIBl) emission, which was assigned for the first
time m the Penning lonization of H2S, primarily consists of the bending progressions. The internal
populations of H2S+(A) were analyzed using the vibrational energies and Einstein's A coefficients
calculated in this study. The details of the calculation and derived spectroscopic constants are
reported m the accompanying paper, Paper I. The populations obtained for the bending vibration
(v'2) of H2S+(A) show an inverted distribution with a peak at v'2‑?>. This distribution is shifted
lower compared that with a peak at v'2‑A‑5 observed by He*(2 3S) Penning ionization electron
spectroscopy and that with a peak at i>2 ‑ 6‑7 predicted by the theoretical Franck‑Condon factors
for the H2S(X)‑H2S+(A) ionization. The origin of the difference is discussed concerning the
formation mechanism of H2S+(A ‑A {).ゥ2003 American Institute of Physics.
[DOI: 10.1063/1.1602064]

I. INTRODUCTION

He*(2 ∫) with H2S. Based on these observation, the hydro‑

When the He*(2 3S: 19.82 eV) atom collides with hy‑

gen Balmer lines and the SH+(A3I1‑X3∑ ‑) and

drogen sul丘de, Penning ionization is the primary decay chan‑

H2S+(A 2Al‑X2Bi) bands were assigned. The emission

nel. The Penning lonization of H2S by the collision with

cross sections (<rem) of the SH+(A‑X) and H2S+(A一差)

He*(2 S) atoms was studied by electron spectroscopy

bands were measured in the collision energy of the 1 15‑200

(PIES) and optical spectroscopy (PIOS). In PIES, the X 2Bl ,

meV range. The rotational and vibrational distributions of

A 2Al , and B 2Bl states of the H2S+ ion were observed,1‑3

SH (A) and H2S+(A) were then obtained from the analysis

while the SH+(A3n‑x ∑ ') emission and hydrogen

of the emission spectra.

Balmer lines were assigned in PIOS. '5 No emission from the

This paper reports first the interaction between

parent ion was assigned in PIOS of H2S. Nevertheless, emis‑

He*(2 3S) and H2S based on the experimental data and the

sion from the parent ion may be expected from H2S since the

model potentials calculated by ab initio methods. Next, the

H20+(A zAl‑X2Bi) emission has been observed in the

population analysis of the SH+(A‑X) and R2S+(A‑X)

He*(2 5S) Penning ionization of H2O, which is the isoelec‑

emissions are described. Several types of spectroscopic data

tronic molecule of H2S. Moreover, very little is known about

such as vibrational and rotational energies, Franck‑Condon

either the internal distribution of SH (A 3Et) or its formation

factors (FCFs), the dependence of the electronic transition

mechanism. Internal energy distributions and cross sections

probability on the vibrational states, and Honl‑London fac‑

of the state‑selected species, and their dependence on the

tors are needed for the population analysis. In our prelimi‑

collision energy are needed in order to study the reaction

nary analysis, the published data of vibrational energies and

dynamics of the He*(2 iS) Penning ionization of H2S in

FCFs for the H2S+(A ‑X) band were found to be inadequate

detail. In this context, we observed the emission spectrum in

from both experimental and theoretical standpoints for ana‑

the 200‑750 nm region produced by the collision of

lyzing the observed spectra. We have therefore obtained
these data by theoretical calculations in the present study;
thCdetails are reported in Paper I. Finally, we discuss ion‑
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ization processes丘om the internal distributions obtained for
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SH (A) and H2S (A) with the reported data. The main pur‑

Nj(S‑x) system was derived from the intensities of the

pose of this paper is to describe the mechanism丘)r the Pen‑

0‑0 and 1 ‑0 bands by using the scaling factors calculated by

ning ionization of H2S based on the dependence of cr on

Comes and Speier. The density and spatial distribution of

the collision energy and the internal distribution of the prod‑
uct ions.

N2 and the target molecules at the collision region were call‑
brated, and the relative sensitivity of the total photon‑
//A

detection system was calibrated with a deuterium lamp in the
200‑310 nm range and with a halogen lamp in the 310‑750

II. EXPERIMENT

nm range.

The apparatus and experimental details concerning the
fluorescence measurement have been reported previously.7,8

III. THEORETICAL CALCULATIONS

In brief, He*(2 S,2 S) atoms are produced with a nozzle

To discuss the observed results concerning the collision

discharge source and skimmed into a collision chamber; the

energy dependence of the aems for emission bands, the inter‑

singlet component of the total He* flux was estimated to be

action potentials for a He*(2 3S) atom approaching the sul‑

approximately lO%. Target gases Rowed out to the collision

phur atom in several directions were calculated丘>r the en‑

chamber, forming an effusive molecular beam through a

trance channel using ab initio molecular orbital methods.

multicapillary array. Under typical stable operating condi‑
tions, the discharge current was 10‑30 mA, the voltage was
400‑750 V, and the pressure of the residual gas at the colli‑
sion chamber as measured by an ionization vacuum gauge
was less than 2.7 mPa. The gases of H2S (Takachiho, 99% in
stated purity) and He (Nihon Sanso, 99.9999%) were used
without further purification.
time‑of‑flight method in the separate experiment was repre‑
sented by a Gaussian function. The root‑mean‑square veloc‑
ity (vA) of the He* beam was found to depend only on the
discharge power at the beam source. By using the relative
velocity averaged over the velocities of He* atoms and the
target molecules, the collision energy dependence of aem was
obtained by converting the function of vA into that of the
relative collision energy (ER) with the relation between ER
and the reduced mass {/x} of the He+ target system
(1)

where Tis the temperature (300 K) and m is the mass of the
target molecule. In the且uorescence measurement, we did not
use the velocity‑selected He* beam because of the weak
且uorescence intensity. Thus, applying the fact that vA in‑
creases with the discharge power, we controlled the kinetic
energy of the He* beam by varying the discharge power. The
kinetic energy distribution of the He* beam was estimated to
be 40 meV half width half maximum at ER‑ 120 meV and
80 meV at 200 meV. The fluorescence resulting from the
collision of He*(2 S) with H2S was observed in a direction
perpendicular to both the molecular and He* beams. The
duorescence focused on the entrance slit of a SPEX 1704
monochromator was detected by a charge coupled device
(CCD) detector (PI, LN/CCDllOOPB) for measurement of
the high‑resolution spectrum by or Hamamatsu R585 and
R649 photomultipliers for other measurements. The asm for
the fluorescence produced by the collision of He*(2 j5) was
evaluated by comparing its emission intensity with that of
the NT(B ∑

‑X ∑ ) band produced by the following

Penning ionization:

He(2 iS)+N2‑n;(b ∑+)+He+e.

Li(2 2S) atom was therefore used in place of He*(2 35) in
the present study due to the well‑known resemblance be‑
tween He*(2 3S) and Li(2 S) in interaction with various
atomic targets. Recently, Li model potentials were success‑

The velocity distribution of the He* beam measured by a

ER‑p( v孟+3kT/m)/2,

For the He*(2 3S)+H2S(X IArf system as the entrance

channel, there are difficulties associated with calculating the
excited states embedded in an ionization continuum. A

fully applied to polyatomic targets in reproducing the com‑
sion energy dependence of partial Penning ionization cross
sections. The interaction potentials between a Li(2 S)
atom and H2S(X Ai) were calculated using the GAUSSIAN 98
program package both by the MOller‑Plesset perturb‑
ation method (MP2) with a frozen‑core approximation and
by the density functional method (B3LYP). The standard
6‑31+ +G(3df,3pd) basis set was used. All calculations
were performed with personal computers.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Potential energy surfaces for the entrance channel
Figure 1 shows the potential curves V*(R) for the
H2S(X Aj)+Li(2 S) system as the entrance channel ob‑
tained from the model potential by the MP2 calculation when
the Li atom approaches along a plane perpendicular to the
molecular plane; R is the distance between the Li atom and
the S atom when the Li atom approaches丘om several direc‑
tions, and 0 represents the angle between the R(Li‑S) vector
and the C2 axis. When the Li atom approaches from either
the head or the tail side along the molecular axis, the V*
shows a shallow dip of 10 meV and is nearly repulsive. In
contrast, when the Li atom approaches with ♂‑90‑ in the
plane perpendicular to the molecular plane, the V* shows a
deep well of 100 meV around R‑0.21 nm; the depth is 120
meV in the B3LYP calculation. This attractive tendency
originates in the lone pair orbital. In contrast, when the Li
atom approaches in the molecular plane, the V* is nearly
isotropic and has a shallow dip of 10 meV in 0‑0‑‑180‑.
Therefore the V* around the molecular axis appears to be
very anisotropic.

(2)

We adopted a aem value of (3.2ア0.3)× 1(T20 m2 for reac‑

B. Emission spectra and emission cross sections

tion (2) at an ER of 140 meV; this value was estimated from

Figure 2 shows the emission spectrum observed at ER

Fig. 5 in Ref. 10. The total emission intensity of the

= 150 meV. The hydrogen Balmer lines H(n‑ 3‑8‑2) and
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FIG. 3. Energy‑level diagram for HっS and related states; the solid lines
mean the states found in this study. See the text for further information.
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FIG. 1. Model potential curves V*(R) for H2S(妥1Al)+Li(2 2S) as a func‑
tion of the Li‑S distance; 6 represents the angle between the molecular axis
and the Li‑S vector when the Li atom is in the plane perpendicular to the
molecular plane. The asterisk (*) in the contour map shows the minimum.

the

1‑0,

0‑0,

0‑1,

and

0‑2

bands of the

SH+(A 3n‑x ∑ ") emission were assigned. We did not
identify any emission from v'^2 of SH (A II). This result
is consistent with the observation and discussion by Horani
et al. and Rostas et al. Moreover, the strong bending pro‑
gressions of the H2S (A A¥‑X B{) emission were as‑
signed for the first time in the spectrum produced by the
Penning ionization. In the assignment of the vibrational
bands, we applied both the published data ' and the calcu‑
lated energies丘)r the vibrational states, which are described
in Paper I.
H2S is an 18‑electron system, and the electronic configu‑
ration of the ground state for the valence is

t
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ThefourlowestH2Sionstatescomeoutofthefourhighest
occupiedorbitals.Figure3showstheenergy‑leveldiagram
forH2S,itsions,andenergeticallypossibledissociation
products.Fortheenergiesofthesestatesweadoptedthe
adiabaticionizationpotentials,theenthalpiesof
formation,2andtheelectronicenergiesofrelated
species.15'17'23TheionizationpotentialofH2S+(C2Al)is
estimatedtobe22‑26eV.>25Thebroadgraylinerepresents
possibleprecursorstatescorrelatingwiththeproduct
SH+(Ajll)+H+e.ThephotoabsorptionspectrumofH2S
showsacontinuousbandinthe15‑20eVrangewithvery
weakpeaksat18.5and19.8eV,whichwereassignedtothe
quartetstatesofH2S.Nevertheless,theprobabilityof
producingthequartetstatewouldbequitesmallinthePen‑
runglonizationbecauseofatwo‑electronexcitation.The
H2S(BZB2)stateisknowntodissociateintothe
SH+(X3∑‑1
,*A,orl∑)+H+eproduct.z/‑zyTherefore,
the(4aj)nlRydbergstatesarethemostprobablecandi‑
date,andtheSH(A)+H+estatethenseemstobepro‑
ducedviapredissociation.
TableIsummarizestheo‑emvaluesobtainedforthespe‑
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TABLE I. Emission cross sections crem obtained at a collision energy of 150
mev.
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1‑0 band of SH+G4‑X)

310.4‑327.2

0.8 (0.2)

0‑0 band of SH+(A‑X)

328.3‑345.8

10.3 (1.7)

0‑1 band of SH+G4‑X)

357.3‑374.8

2.9 (0.6)

H(7‑2)

394.3‑398.8

0.7 (0.2)

H(6‑2)

407.8‑412.3

1.6 (0.3)

H(5‑2)

431.8‑436.3

3.3 (0.7)

H(4‑2)

483.3‑487.8

6.1 (1.2)

H13‑2)

651.8‑658.8

14.4 (3.1)

H2S+(,4 ‑X)
Total

400‑700

129 (22)

200‑700

170 (30)

FIG. 2. Emission spectra produced by the collision of He*(2 3S) with H2S
at the E虎‑150meV with the 2 nm full width half maximum (FWHM)

The wavelength range for the measurement.

resolution.

The number in parentheses represents the experimental error.
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showsamorerepulsivecharacter,andtheslopeforthe
SH(A‑X)bandwillthenbecomesmaller.
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C.RotationaldistributionoftheSH+(A‑X)system
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IntheSH+(Ajn‑x∑￣)emission,the主Obandisfar

FIG. 4. log(0‑em) vs log(ER) plots for (a) the SH+(A‑X) band and (b) the
H2S+(A‑X) band.

eies measured in the 200‑700 nm region at ER of 150 meV.
Although the H2S+(A一差) emission was detected at a wave‑
length longer than 700 nm, we did not include it in the ae
value because of the large uncertainty in the calibration of
the photon‑detecting system. The contribution丘om the
wavelength longer than 700 nm was roughly estimated to be
10% of the H2S+(A‑X) emission. Total aem in the 200‑700
nm region was evaluated to be (1.7±0.3)× 10‑20 m2.
To investigate the mechanism for formation of excited
states, we measured the dependence of the crem value on the
collision energy. If the attractive part of the interaction po‑
tential V*(R) between He*(2 5S) and H2S is described by
V*(R)‑ ‑Cs/R‑s

(3)

the cross section is represented by30
<t(Er) ∝E‑Us

(4)

When the collision energy is very low, the cross section for
the Penning ionization decreases with increasing collision
energy, eventually reaching a minimum. As the collision
energy is further increased, the cross section reaches a maxi‑
mum and then decreases again at higher energies. Under the

weakerthanthe0‑0and0‑1bandsbecauseof
predissociation.Wethereforeapplytheband‑envelope
analysisonlytothe0‑0band.
Iftheradiationlessprocessesdonotoccurwithinthe
lifetime,thepopulationofarotationalstateTVofthe
sh+(ajn,v′‑o)stateisproportionaltoitsphotoemission
intensity.Theemissionintensityofatransition丘omtheN/
statetoanN′'stateisrepresentedby
N'N〝∝eN'N,,(vN,〝yswPiN')/(2N′+1),(5)
whereeistheefficiencyofthephoton‑detectionsystem,vis
thetransitionfrequency,Sistherotationallinestrength,and
P(N)istheformationrateoftheNstate.Thereare27
branchesintheAU(n¥‑X
(a)‑rsystem,andthetransition
fromHund'scouplingcase(a)to(b)isveryslowwithin‑
creasingN'.Thelinestrengthswerecalculatedbythefor‑
mulasdescribedbySchadee.TheNP^andri?31branches
withparticularlysmalllinestrengthswereneglectedinthe
band‑envelopeanalysis.Thetransition丘equenciesofthe
0‑0band,whichwerecalculatedbyusingtheformulasand
themolecularconstantsgivenbyRostasetah,agreewith
theobservedvalueswithin0.2cm"
Figure5showstheFortratdiagramfor25branchesand
theobservedspectrumcomparedwiththesyntheticspec‑
trum.Intheanalysis,thepopulationfortheNlevelisas‑
sumedasthesameamongthe3IIO,3Ill,andII2compo‑

SH+(A 3n‑x3∑つsystem and at451 nm for the (0, 4, 0‑0,

nents,despitethelargespin‑orbitsplitting.Theagreement
betweentheobservedandsyntheticspectrumisverygood
exceptinthe331‑333nmregion.Thediscrepancyaround
332nmmaybeduetoseveralcausessuchas(1)overlapping
withanotheremission,(2)theenhancementinthepopulation
forthen2component,and(3)theenlargementintheSNtN,,
forthen2component.TheN2(B‑X)bandfromback‑

0, 0) band of the H2S+(A2Al‑X2Bl) system. Figure 4

groundgasortheH2S+(A2Ai‑XBx)bandcouldpossibly

shows the dependences for the SH (A‑X) and H2S (A一差)
bands. Both emissions were found to decrease with increas‑

mation of the emitters, or that the collision reaches the high

overlaparound332nm.Nevertheless,webelieveitunlikely
thatthesebandsoverlapbasedonboththetransition丘equen‑
ciesandtheFCFs.Theanomalyineitherthepopulationor
theSN>NHvaluesfortheII2componentmaybecausedby
perturbationwiththealAand/or∑‑states.Theastateis
estimatedtobe2.5eVlowerthanthe3n2state,while

speed limit. The V* surface shows a deep well of 100 meV

wouldthenlessentheperturbation.Theproductionofahigh

in the direction perpendicular to the molecular plane. There‑

spinstatesuchasthatofaquintethasnotyetbeenreported

orbiting approximation, this result can be applied to the for‑
mation of fragment ions if the branching ratio among pos‑
sible decay channels does not depend on the collision energy.
In this study, the kinetic energy dependence of the crs
value was measured at 336.5 nm for the 0‑0 band of the

ing ER; the s value estimated from the slopes is 17 for the
SH+(A‑X) band and 10 for the H2S+(A‑X) band. This
result indicates that either an attractive potential governs for‑
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FIG. 5. Transition for the SH+(A 3n‑X x ) system: (a) Fortrat diagram
on N'for 25 branches, (b) the observed spectrum (circle) compared with the
synthetic spectrum (solid curve) with the 0.2 nm FWHM resolution.

in the collision of He*(2 S) with simple molecules. En‑
hancement of the FI2 component therefore does not seem to

occur by perturbation with other states. We believe it likely
that

the

SN>Nサvalues

perturbation,

since

the

for

the

II2

artificial

values for the R3 and

state

analysis

are
with

enlarged
twice

the

due

to

SN>N〝

<232 branches shows much better

agreement with the observed spectrum. Nevertheless, rota‑
tional populations obtained by using several sets altered ar‑
tificially around the SN>N,, values for the II? state were

found to be nearly constant. We therefore concluded that the
rotational､populations for the SH+(A Jn,〆‑o) state are
independent of the discrepancy around 332 nm. Figure 6
shows the populations up to TV/ ‑ 17 normalized by the mu主

tiplicity log[P(AT)/(2AT + l)] as a function of N'(N'+ l).
The date were fitted by a straight line, and the rotational
temperature of 870±80 K obtained from the slope is con‑

FIG. 6. Rotational populations of SH+(A 3n,i/‑0). The sold line repre‑
sents a rotational temperature of 870 K.

thebending(〃2)progressionsarefoundtobeprominent.
Populationsforthe(v[‑lor2,v'
/
2,^3‑0)combination
statesofH2S(A),whichhavemoderateFCFsforthe
H2S(X)‑H2S(A)ionization,arethereforeneglected.
H2Sisanasymmetrictopmolecule,andtherotationalen‑
ergiesoftheXBlandAAlstatesarerepresentedbythree
quantumnumbers,N,Ka,andKc.Therotationalandvi‑
brationalenergiesforthe(v[‑0,v2,v3‑0)levelof
H2S+(A)andthe(v",v¥,v¥)levelofH2S+(X)werecal‑
//
culatedbytheformulasandtheconstantsreportedbyDux‑
buryetal.Therotationalconstantsforhighervibrational
levelsareextrapolatedfromtheirdata.Thevibrationalener‑
giesarecalculatedforbothhigherbendingmodesandcom‑
binationmodes,asdescribedinPaperI.
InthepopulationanalysisofH2S(A),weassumedthat
therotationaldistribution丘)reachvibrationalstatetoberep‑
resentedbyaBoltzmanntemperaturebecauseoflowspectral
resolution.Iftheradiationlessprocessesdonotoccurwithin
/
thelifetime,thepopulationofa(vi=Q,v2,v^
‑0,N',Ka,K'
c)stateisproportionaltoitsphotoemission
intensity.There丘)re,theemissionintensityofatransition
fromthero(0,v'
2,0,N',K芸,K)statetoan
n(v",v¥,v'i,N",K"
//
a,Kc)statecanberepresentedby
･mォaemnA‑nP(^2)^mnexP荒〕(6)

whereAmnisEinstein'sAcoefficientforthespontaneous
emissionexcepttherotationaltransition,P(v2)istheforma‑
tionrateforthe(0,v2,0)level,Emistherotationalenergy,
andTmistherotationaltemperature.Einstein'sAcoefficients
werecalculatedinthisstudyasdescribedinPaperI.Asfor
theHonl‑Londonfactorweapproximatedtheformulasof
theverticalbandforthesymmetrictop.
The(0,^2‑0‑10,0)levelswereselectedastheemit‑
tingstate,andthe95bandswithlargeAcoefficientswere
includedintheband‑envelopeanalysis.Figure7showsthe
syntheticspectracomparingwiththeobservedspectra.We
triedseveralsetsoftherotationaltemperaturesforv'
2
‑0‑10,andthesetemperaturesareestimatedtobe800‑
1200K.Thesyntheticspectrumagreesmodestlywiththe

/
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v2 since the transition moment is estimated to be larger
around the equilibrium geome仕y from the analogy of the

H2S+(妥‑A) transition.
In order to study the ionization dynamics for formation
of H2S (A) by Penning ionization of H2S, it is important to
compare the vibrational distribution of H2S (A) obtained
from the H2S+(A‑Z) emission by PIOS with those by PIES;
PIES gives information on the state immediately after ion‑
ization, while PIOS gives that the fluorescence lifetime later.
The vibrational structure in the PIES of H2S with
He*(2 S), which is partly resolved, shows features very
similar to the PES measured under the same conditions.
400

500

600

700

A./nm

Accordingly, we may conclude that the formation of
H2S+(A) by He*(2 Js) Penning ionization is an FC type.

FIG. 7. The observed spectrum (○) of the H2S十(A ‑A^X ‑Bx) transition is

The discrepancy between PIES and PIOS doubtlessly origi‑

compared with, the synthetic spectrum (solid curve).

nates in either predissociation or vibrational coupling in the
A state. Even if the pure bending state is produced primarily,

observed spectrum. The discrepancy is probably caused pri‑
manly by the vibrational energies calculated for the higher
bending states that probably deviate丘om the true values.
Moreover the combination states that borrowed their intensi‑
ties from the pure bending levels seem to appear, since sev‑
eral anharmonic constants for H2S (A A{) are very large
and the coupling therefore seems to become large. Figure 8
plots the vibrational distribution observed for the (0, v"2
=0‑ 10, 0) levels comparing with the FCFs calculated for

some combination states may be populated through vibra‑
tional energy transfer. The rate of the vibrational energy
transfer depends on not only the vibrational state density but
also the anharmonicity of the A state. This means combi‑
nation states near the pure bending state may be populated
since the anharmonicity constants are relatively large in the
A state. Nevertheless, no emission from the combination
states near the pure bending states was assigned. We con‑
eluded that the vibrational energy transfer does not come up
as serious problem.

the (0,0,0)‑(0,v'2,0) bands of the H2S(差Ai)
‑H2S+(A 'Ai) ionization in this study; the details are de‑
scribed in Paper I. The observed distribution has a peak at
v2‑3 and is shifted to lower v'2 than that predicted by the
FCFs with a peak at v2‑6‑l. The photoelectron spectrum

(PES) of H2S shows a peak at ^‑4‑5, which is considered
to be a Franck‑Condon (FC) type.

The peak in the the‑

oretical FCF is shifted higher than that observed from PES,

The vibrational levels with v^G of H2S (A) are
known to cause predissociation into the S++H2. '>38 The
sudden decrease in the population observed for v'2≧6 ap‑
pears to be caused by the predissociation. This effect is re‑
markable for the states with a higher vibrational quantum
number. Although we cannot quantitatively estimate the ef‑
feet by predissociation, we may still claim that the vibra‑
tional distribution of H2S+(A) is shifted to lower v'2 than
that of the FC type. In the calculation of FCFs for the

Einstein's B coefficients, which incorporate the dependence

H2S(X)‑H2S (A) ionization, the H2S (A) state is popu‑

of the transition probabilities on the vibrational states丘)r the
H2S(X)‑H2S (A) ionization, is expected to shift to lower

lated primarily in the pure bending mode (0,
‑2‑10,0). Even if the nascent distribution

′巧o

probably due to neglect of the dependence of the electronic
transition moment on the vibrational states. The maximum in

H2S+(A A{) is an FC type, the pure bending state, espe‑
cially higher states, probably dissipates to some extent into
combination states that are coupled with the initial bending
state within the radiative lifetime of 2‑5 /us. ' These cou‑
pling states either radiate with transition丘equencies that are
different from that for the initial bending state or do not
radiate. There丘)re, the vibrational distribution obtained丘om
the H2S (A‑X) emission deviates from the nascent distri‑
bution. The broadening of the peak for each vibrational se‑
quence seems to be caused partly by the emissions丘om
combination states. Nevertheless, we did not identify any
band丘om combination states. Even if any emissions丘om
combination states did occur, they would be hidden by in‑
12

tense bending progressions.

v2

V. CONCLUSION

FIG. 8. Vibrational distribution for the (0,^,0) level of the H2S+G4 2Ax)
state: the observed data (solid circle) is compared with the FCFs (open
circle) calculated for the H2S(X IAO‑H2S+G4 2A,) ionization.

The mechanism of formation of excited states by the
collision of He*(2 3S) with H2S was studied by optical spec‑
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troscopy. The H2S {A IAi‑XIBx) emission was observed
in the collision of He*(2 5S) with H2S for the first time. The
analysis of the H2S (A‑X) system showed that the
H2S+(A) state is populated only in the pure bending mode
(0, V2‑2‑8, 0). The observed distribution with a peak
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